
Democracy now differently enab led
After SC Order On Making Poll Booths Accessible, Website Offers More Suggestions
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Bangalore: If you ask the government, the answer you’ll get is that the physically challenged come under the
marginalized sections of society — along with widows, the aged and other minorities. They aren’t much of a
vote bank for any political party. The Election Commission too is not doing a lot to make the polls disabled-
friendly.
    A Public Interest Litigation by Disabled Rights Group (DRG) convener Javed Abidi in the Supreme Court led
to the 2007 verdict that mandated all polling booths to be made accessible to the physically challenged.
Positive action
Director of Diversity and Equal Opportunity Centre (DEOC) Rama Chari told TOI that the Chief Election
Commissioner had written to all state election commissioners to follow the SC guidelines in these elections.
    Now, a DEOC website (www.accessibleelections.org) seeks to sensitise, create awareness and invite
suggestions on how to make the elections more accessible. Disabled rights groups say it’s the first election since
Independence that will be disabled-friendly. The website gives details on voting rights, facilities, election
schedule, manifestos and suggestions to the EC.
While the SC verdict mandates permanent ramps at all polling booths, introduction of Electronic Voting
Machines containing Braille numerals, separate queues and sensitisation of poll personnel, the website has many
suggestions from the public to the EC.
‘Every time, I was humiliated’
    Shankar Shastry, a 35-year-old paraplegic in Bangalore, has been trying to vote during several elections with
different results every time. “I managed to get a voter ID, but every time I went to vote, it was a different
humiliation. Once, I had to come back because the queue was too long. The next time, the polling officer treated
me very badly and I couldn’t get to the inaccessible booth,’’ he said.
    The website also suggests that EVMs be made voiceenabled the next time for those who don’t know Braille.
Special care for those with cognitive disabilities are also suggested. There are an estimated 70 million physically
challenged people in India. For better elections
DEOC website
www.accessibleelections.org has these suggestions from the public...
    Inform visually challenged persons that polling booths have EVMs have Braille embossed stickers
    Install a dummy EVM at the booth to orient anyone who needs help
    Ask EC for voice enabled EVMs. This will help people with disability who don’t know Braille
    Set up mobile polling booths, such as on a vehicle, which can visit houses of people with disability to let them
cast their vote
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